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This walking guidebook to Sicily and its neighbouring island groups
features 46 graded routes, including the Madonie and Nebrodi mountains,
the Egadi and Aeolian islands and a traverse of Mount Etna.
Most are day walks taking 3–4 hours, but there are also some short easy
strolls and coastal walks. Most routes are graded easy or have some slight
difficulty, but there are some on more challenging terrain, with long
mountain traverses.
The guidebook features guidance and information on wildlife, historical
interest, accommodation, food and transport options, including ferry and
hydrofoil crossings, as well as a short English–Italian glossary.
The terrain is interesting and varied, including river valleys, coastal walks,
ancient ruins, volcanoes and mountain peaks.

Key marketing points
• 46 walks, mainly circular and easily completed inside one day
• Covers coastal, mountain and volcano routes including Etna and
Stromboli
• Fully-updated third edition

About the author
Gillian Price was born in England but has lived in Venice for many years.
Gillian has steadily explored the mountain ranges of Italy and Corsica, and
brought them to life for visitors in a series of outstanding guides for
Cicerone. She is an active member of the Italian Alpine Club (CAI) and
Mountain Wilderness.
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